How to Start a Sisters in the Brotherhood Committee
Gaining Leadership Support for Your Committee
1. Contact your EST by letter or email requesting support/approval for starting a committee
in your area. Do this whether you are starting a committee in a Council or Local(s).
2. If you are establishing a committee for one Local, seek support/approval from the
President of that Local. Additionally, as a courtesy, contact your EST (see step 1 above.)
3. A multi-Local committee works best sometimes if there are small numbers of women in a
group of Locals that are geographically near each other. The people involved in creating
a multi-local committee may include your EST, the President of your Council Delegate
body, and the Presidents of the respective Locals.
4. If employed and the only possible time for your committee meeting conflicts with work
schedules, seek support from the contractor prior to the meeting.
5. Contact Training Directors/Coordinators for the support of informing all apprentices and
journeymen on the value and importance of supporting and/or participating in Women's
Committees.
6. Depending on whether it is a Local, multi-Local, or Regional Council committee, check
with the Council or Locals for financial support for refreshments for the meetings.
Planning Your First Meeting
1. Check with Locals to determine how many Sisters are in your area and who they are.
2. Determine the best method of contact. Due to the privacy act, personal information
cannot be shared. Once the committee is approved, contact the President of the Local to
about mailing a notice to all Sisters within the Local. If it is a Multi-Local Women's
Committee, each Local President must be contacted.
3. The mailing should have a viable contact person. This could be the Sister who is chairing
the committee.
4. When Sisters are contacted, obtain their approval to share personal contact information
for future contact through email, text, phone, etc.
5. Give plenty of notice in advance of meeting. At least one week's notice with follow-up
calls two days before for a reminder.
6. Determine the place and time where the meeting will be held. Check for availability and
approval of a Local or training center
7. Invite job stewards to attend meetings.
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